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Finite sets. finite abclian groups. and a few similar categories satisfy 3 formal Cauchy 
inequality: IHom(X. Y)] . jHom(Y. X)1 5 fHom(X. X)1. lHom( Y. Y)j. with equality only if X 
and Y are isomorphic. For the abelian groups there is 3 generalization to II objects. In any 
locally finite category with a factorization system. X is determined by the function IHom( . X)1. 
Introduction 
In the categories of finite sets and of finite abelian groups. and some categories 
closely related to these, objects X,Y tend to have more endomorphisms than 
homomorphisms to each other. The basic property seems to be this, in terms of 
the size h(X, Y) of Hom(X, Y): 
/2(X, Y)h( Y, X) 5 /2(X, X)h( Y, Y) , strictly < unless X = Y . 
We shall call this the Cuuclzy property. after the Cauchy-Buniakovskii-Schwarz 
inequality. 
What categories have the property? it 5twns reason&z, on present knowl- 
edge, to describe them in four bunches. The mosit satisfactory bunch consists of 
the categories M, of finite modules over a commutative ring R whose ideals arc 
all principal. These have more than the Cauchy property: for one thing. thcv 
satisfy 
h(X. Y)h(Y, X) 5 fh(X, X)h( Y. ?) 
when X and Y are not isomorphic. But further, for any II objects X,. . . . . X,, of 
one of these categories, L *he matrix (h(X,, X,)) defines a positive definite quadratic 
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form. This extension of the Cauchy property was conjectured by Andre Joyal, 
and an essential portion of the proof is due to C.A. Berger. 
Two of the other three bunches are, possibly, very small. One is not even well 
defined; it consists of isolated examples of very familiar categories having the 
Cauchy property, being finite sets and functions, finite sets and relations, and 
finite totally ordered sets. Also pairs (X, A) of sets, A C X. with functions or 
relations. Or put pointed sets for sets: that sort of construction. 
The next bunch consists of finite G-sets for some groups G. Almost no G are 
proved to work: just Z,, and Z,,? for prime p0 But for what G do the finite G-sets 
iak the Cauchy property? Proved. ‘Z: (that is, H, $Z, @Z, @Hz), and izi, and 
Zi where IZ is the product of the 112 primes [3] between 9000 and 10000. As far as 
I know, finite G-sets for cyclic G may all have the property. 
Fourth; well, fourth is the categories of modules M, for which we have a 
sometimes effective test for the Cauchy property-or rather those which pass the 
test. If R is an algebra over a finite field K, and there are only finitely many 
indecomposable finite R-modules B,, . . . , B,,. then the Cauc’ty property for M, 
is equivalent to positive definiteness of the quadratic form detined by the matrix 
(d,) of dimensions over K of Hom(B,, I??). This was discovered in investigating 
categories VE of D-shaped diagrams in finite vector spaces over a finite field K, for 
finite categories D. in general that is probably extremely difficult (and certainly it 
depends on the field). For D just a finite partially ordered set. the problem is 
recursively solvable and independent of K. It seems likely that it is affirmative 
only for coproducts of finitely many basic solutions, but this is not worked out; 
anyway, the test is effective. (Because we can show in sufficient generaliiy that 
there arc only finitely many B;. A test for categories M, applies to Vz because it 
is M,,,,.) 
The central role of the numbers d,, might seem surprising if you are just reading 
this statement of results; but the proofs depend on them from finite abelian 
groups on. In general, and (for instance) in finite abelian groups, we cannot use a 
single dimension. or logarithm, nii; h(X,, X,) must be factored into prime powers, 
and their integral logarithms to base p are used. So in extending the ‘d,’ test to 
rings R not containing a field, it goes smoothly if R is finite; only one needs 
several quadratic forms associated with different primes. Looking at things 
another way. there is no reai need for the SIZCS ir(X. I’) of horn szts to be 
finite----raaaless >tau iar4kIl IUP lb* Iitsral IS utlr (,I lhc a ;~uchy property. If the horn 
sets arc n~mnally finite-dimensional vector spaces over some field. WC say that the 
(exfended) Crruchy properly holds if 
d(X. Y) + c!( Y, X) 5 l/(X. X) + d( Y. Y) . strictly less unless X = Y , 
where n(X, Y) is the dimension of Hom(X. Y). There is a similar extension of 
Joyal’s property. Positive dcfinitcncss of the matrices (h(Xi, Xi)) is anyway 
proved by proving that the numbers d,, = log,,h(X,. X,) make (r’(l) positive 
detinitc for all real y > 1: so one may as well pass to r = x. 
Finite groups do not have the Cauchy property. The first example was found by 
Walter Feit; a modification of it shows that finite solvable \.-‘ fact, abelian by 
abelian) groups do not have the property. Neither do finite distributive lattices, 
nor (dually) finite partially ordered sets. (This works with, or without, 0 and 1.) 
The ‘boundary’ of the categories having the Cauchy property is likely to be very 
complicated even among G-sets. A few more examples outside it: the category of 
finite modules over K[x, y], K a field, or over Z[x]. or even over K[x, y]/ 
(x’, _uy. y’) or Z,[X]/(~X, x2), or over the group ring Z,,[Zy,] or ZJZ,,]. The pairs 
(G, H) of abelian groups. H C G (and G finite), lack the Cauchy property. as do 
diagrams F : D -+S in the category of finite sets on any finite index category D 
that is not a groupoid. 
The examples of d, finite totally ordered sets. and the fraction category, finite 
sets and relations, were pointed out by Aurelio Carboni. 1 am indebted also to 
Bill Lawvere. Arnold Lebow and Stcvc Schanuei for less sharp-edged helpful 
comments. 
Historically, this paper began with a similar result not, however, connected to 
the foregoing. It is this: in a locally finite category which has a factorization 
system (Mac Lane bicategory [4]). objects X and Y are isomorphic if the equality 
h( A. X) = /?(A, Y) holds for all A. This is a generalization of a theorem of Pultr 
PI. 
I. Cauchy property, affirmative 
1.1. Lemma. I-et a:.. . . , a;,, atzd 6,. . . . . b,, be rlonnegatil~e real numbers. For 
i, j I m and k, I - C n, /et c,, = min(a,. ai). d,, = min(h,, h,), e,, = min(a,. b,). The?? 
2 c e,, % c c;, + c d,,, with equality if and only if the positive a’s are the same 
fL[rnily as the positive b’s. 
Proof. In fact, the difference A = c cij + c d,, - 2 c eih is Jz [A(t) - B(t)]’ dt, 
where M is any upper bound for all a’s and b’s, A(t) is the number of a’s that 
exceed t, and B(tj is th? number of b’s that exceed t. For the families &i = {a,}. 
93 = { bk} of nonnegative numbers can be obtained from empty z$,,,,%,,, like an 
island from receding waters. The steps are alternately (a) adjoining some zeros to 
~2; and some zeros to 3,. and (b) translating -d, and &‘, by some positive number r. 
Steps of type (a) do not change A or the integral. A step of type (b) applied to 
&!;,3,, of nz, and n, elements respectively. increases all c’s_ d’s and e’s by r; it 
increases A by (m; - ni)‘r; and it changes A(t).B(t) to new values A,+,(t) = m,. 
B;+,(t) = n, on [O, r]_ after which A,+, (r) = A,(t - r). B,+,(t) = B,(t - r), which 
increases the integral by (PI, - n,)‘r. Since A and the integral are both 0 for 
ti,,,&,,, they remain equal. Kl 
1.2. Theorem. For fiflite modides A. B over a prirlcipal ideal domain, 
]Hom(A, B)] = ]Hom(B, A)\ = h,.,,I. arId 2hf,,{ I ]Hom(A. A)1 : i!lom(B. B)] ifA 
is not isomorphic with B. 
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Proof. A and B are products of their primary parts and the sizes of the horn sets 
are the corresponding products, so we may assume A and B arc p-primary. Then 
they are products of cyclic factors Rl( p’) where R is the ring, and the sizes of 
those cyclic modules are jRl(p)j” since pkRl(p”+‘) is isomorphic with R/(p). 
The product representations of A and B give matrix representations of the horn 
sets. The basic horn sets Hom(Rl(p’), Rl( p’)) have IRl(p)(‘“‘““.” elements. The 
sizes of all the horn sets are powers of 1 Rl( p)l. and the cxpbnents are as in the 
lemma. So the theorem follows. I7 
These results hold also for a commutative ring all of whose ideals are principal, 
for such a ring is a finite product of principal ideal domains and local principal 
ideal rings [7. p. 2451, for which everything works, so their modules are 
corresponding products and everything works. (In the local PIR’s, phRl( px +’ ) is 
0 or isomorphic with Rl( p).) 
Remark. Pursuing the analogy between our Cauchy property and the Cauchy- 
Buniakovskii inequality in inner product spaces (already somewhat strained since 
h&3 = (Hom(A. B)I is not symmetric), the indicated formula for the ‘angle’ 
a(A, B) between objects A and B IS 
h :I Rh R.4 . co&(A. B) = h h , 
;\A RR 
(1) 
and the question arises: (when) is a(A, C) I a(A, B) + a(B, C)? 1 do not know. 
But where Theorem 1.2 applies. the inequality holds vacuously. For Theorem 1.2 
says cos’a(A, B)-=: i, i.,-.. a(A, B) 2 45”. and always a( A. C) 5 90”. 
For a principal ideal ring R which contains an infinite field K, Theorem 1.2 is 
unexciting since there are no nonzero finite modules. But here the horn sets are 
K-vector spaces, and there may be modules finite over K. For those, one has 
integer-valued d(X, Y) = dim,Hom(X, Y), and substantially the same proof 
shows: For finite (over K) R-modules, 
n(X. Y) = n(Y. X), nnd 2d(X. Y) 5 d(X, X) + f!(;-, Y), Wiih equality on/y if 
x= Y. 
We shall return to this extetded Cmclzy property. 
We turn to .$-sets (which include the easier cases of sets and Z,,-sets). Any 
G-set is a coproduct of cyclic ones, and for G = Z’,,Z there are only three cyclic 
G-sets. A = G. B = GIpG. and C = G/G. Hom(X, C) is singleton for cyclic X, 
Hom(X. B) has p elements if X # C. and Hom(A. A) has p’ elements. Let us 
write pq for p’; it will reduce superscripts. and all WC need about p and q is that 
they are 2. Lei S be a coproduct aA -t bB + CC, and let 2 be aA + j3B -t yC. 
Then h(S. 2) = y’f pp + y)“( pqa + p/3 + y)“. and similarly for the other horn 
sets. We want 
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y”( pp + y)“( pqcx + p/3 + y )“c’( pb + cf( pqa + pb + c)” 
< c”( pb + cl”( pqa + pb + c)“y”( pp + y )‘( pqcu + pp + y )I’ 
unless S = 2. 
Four cases will cover the possibilities, considering that S and E enter symmetri- 
cally. 
Case 1: a 5 cy, b 5 & c 5 y (not all equalities). Then c’ -” 5 y’.-“, < unless 
c = y; and similarly for pb + c and for pqa + pb + c. So the Cauchy prcpcrty 
holds. 
Case 2: a I (Y. b I p, but c > y. The desired inequality can be rewritten as 
y”-‘( pb + c)“-“( pqa + pb + c)~-~’ 
cc”-‘(p/3 + y)“+(pqcu +pp + y),k-N. 
We want the following lemma: 
Lemma (HP-sets). If c > y, b 5 /?, then y”-‘( pb + c)~-” < Fy( pp + y )O-“‘. 
Proof. This is evident if pp + y zpb + c. If p/3 + y <pb + c, then j3 - b 5 
p/3 -pb <c - y. Also c( pp + y) > y( yb + c), i.e., ppc + cy >pby + cy, since 




which is the lemma. 0 
Now Case 2 is okay unless pqa + pb + c > pqLu + p/3 + y. If that holds, then 
since a(a we havepb+r>pp+y, c-y>p(P-b)z2(p--b). Also since 
bs=_P we havepqa+c>pqa+y, c-y>pq(a--a)>2(a-a). Then c-yex- 





since c/y > 1 and b//3 5 1. Similarly 
c, w+pb+c 
Y PI” LPP+Y’ 
So 
which with (2) gives Case 2. 
Case 3: a I (Y and c I y but b > /3. The desired inequality is 
cy-‘( pp + y)h-“( pqa + pb + c)~-’ 
< y’-‘( pb + c)‘+( pqa + p/3 +- y),-” . (3) 
By the Lemma (exchanging Greek and Latin), or trivially if c = y, we have 
cy-‘( p/z! + y )“-” < yy-C( pb + c)~+ . 
So this case is okay unless pqa + pb + c > pqa + pp + y. In that case, since a I cy. 
pb + c 1 pJ3 + y and further, 
pb + c pqa+pb+c ._1 
PP+Y’P4(Y+PP+Y * 
But if (3) fails, then since c 5 y we have 
or 
(p/3 + y)“-@( pqa -t- pb + c),-~ 2 (pb + c)h-p( pqcx + pp + y),-“ , 
That implies (Y - a > b - & i.e., cu+P>a+b. Since also cxza, we get 
4” + P > qa + b, pqa + p/3 > pqa + pb; as also y 1 c, we have a contradiction. 
Case 4: b 5 /3 and c 5 y but a > LY. The desired inequality is 
cy-‘( pb + c)@ -‘( pqct + pp + y )” --” 
< Y”-‘( pp + y)P-“( pqa + pb + c)~ -” . 
Since c 5 y and pb + c 5 pb + y, the inequality holds unless 
pqa+pp+yrpqa+pb+c. 
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We go into subcases: (4A) /3 - b 2 a - cr. Since also 
PP+Y>PqQ!+PP+Y 
pb + c pqa+pb+c ’ 
thus 
or 
( pp + Y)“-“( pqa + pb + c)~-” > (pb + c)“-~( pqcy + p/3 + y ),‘--” . 
But yy-’ > cy-’ too, and (4) follows. We are left with (4B). p - b <a - cu < 
qa - p. That is, qa + P < qa + b, so pqa + pp < pqa + pb. Therefore, 
Pqa+PP+Y,l 
pqa+pb+c c ’ 
Also 
Pqff+Pb+Y<PP+Y 
pqa+pb+c phi c ’ 
As for the exponents, (5) says p( p - b) + p( y - c) 2 pq(a - (Y). A fortiori, 
p(P-b)+p(y-c)>p(a-(~);a-cu<(p-b)+-(y-c). So 
This is (4). U 
1.3. Theorem. The category of finite +-sets has the Cauchy property. 0 
1.4 (Carboni). The category A of finite totally ordered sets, and the category of 
finite sets and relations, have the Cauchy property. q 
The verifications are short and simple. For finite sets and relations. the relations 
from an m-element set to an n-element set number 2’““; the property is 
22,,1#1 < 2,,,~+,,? if m # n. which is true. The maps (preserving 5) from an HI- 
clement chain to XI a-element chain number ,),C,Pl+,,  . the binomial coefficient; 
the Cauchy property reduces to (m + n - l)!’ < (2~2 - 1)!(2r1 - l)! if m f I?. 
which is true. 
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In the Introduction, finite sets and Carhoni’s two examples are lumped with 
(a) pnirs (X. A), with A C X. of finite sets mapped in the usual way or by 
relations, and 
(b) five more categories obtained from these five by replacing sets with pointed 
sets. 
Now none of these seven propositions is hard, nor nearly as long as Theorem 1.3. 
The proofs are left for the reader. 
The only general construction I know to preserve the Cauchy property is the 
product of two categories. The verification of that is child’s play. 
2. Snakelike posets 
The quadratic-form criterion for the Cauchy property, for finite modules over 
suitable rings, will be derived first in the special setting in which I found it. Then 
there is no difficulty in generalizing. Begin with a field K: if it is not finite, we will 
be looking into an extended Cauchy property. V, will be the category of 
finite-dimensional vector spaces over K. We are interested in categories of 
diagrams (functor categories) VF, primarily for finite partially ordered sets D. 
Observe the following: 
2.1. The elms of finite categories D for which VF hns the Cauchy property is closed 
under takirq duals D”? 
For the duals of (general) D-shaped diagrams of finite-dimensional vector 
spaces over any field are (general) D”“-shaped diagrams. and the duality applies 
to natural transformations as well, and it preserves dimensions and cardinalities. 
Next we eliminate loops and branches. 
2.2. If D is a finite partially ordered set such that some Vz has the Cauchy 
properiy, ilie;; the Hasse diagram of D ccwairzs 110 vertex of order >2 arld no 
simple closed curve. 
Proof. The proof involves a handful of particular diagrams. all of a simple form: 
coproducts of diagrams H(T) determined by certain full subcategories T of 
partially ordered sets (categories) D, into V,, defined as follows. H(T)(X) = K if 
X ET, 0 otherwise: H(T)(f) = id, if possible (f ET), 0 otherwise. For this to 
give a fr.mctor, the set of objects of T must be order-convex. In describing 
particular diagrams, we ic!entify the supporting subcategory by listing its objects. 
The only case treated here that seems to require coproducts of more than two 
Y(T)‘s is the case of a poset containing a copy of the set Od of subsets of 
3 = (0, 1,2} having an odd number of elements. Let D be such a set and {P, Q, 
R, S} a subset of D isomorphic with Od, with the greatest element S. Let F be 
ff({P.S})@H({Q,S})@H({R,S}). Let G be H({P,Q,S})G3H({P,R,S})@ 
H({ Q, R, S}). Evidently Hom(F. F) and HomjG, G) are 3-dimensional. We do 
not ueed it, but Hom(G. Fj is 0. The point is that Hom(F. G) is 6-&mensional, 
since /I({ P, 5)) h as nonzero morphisms (in fact. embeddings) into both 
H({P. Q, S}) and FJ({P, R. S}), and so on. So VE is not (extended) Cauchy. 
Whenever the Hasse diagram of D has a vertex of order >2. D has a four-object 
subset T one of whose objects is joined to the other three by indecomposable 
morphisms (since edges in the Hasse diagram are just indecomposable morph- 
isms) That means T is Od or Od”P. or Y or Y’lP, where Y has objects P < Q < R 
and S> Q. On Y, then, consider F = M( { P))@ H({ Q. R. S)) and G = 
H( { P. Q, R}) $ H( { P, Q. Si). Evidently Hom( F. F) and Hom(G. G) are 2- 
dimensional. So is Hom(F, G); at least 2, because H( { Q. R. S}) maps to either 
summand of G, and one easily verifies that it is only 2 (which WC do not need). 
Similarly, Hom(G. F) is (at least) 2-dimensional since both summands have maps 
(nonzero and independent) to H({P}). Thus the first part of 2.2 is proved. 
We have two types among the simple closed curves (like the branch points). A 
loop in a poset with vertices X,, X,. . . . , X,, in cyclic order has some number k of 
iocal maxima Xi, defined by Xi _ , 5 X, , Xi ~ , d X, . taking subscripts modulo !I. Of 
course k 1 1, and the local maxima are separated alternately by k local minima. 
In case k = 1, let the maximum be S with neighbors in the cyclic order Q,R. The 
unique minimum P is different from Q. R. and S, Let 1s be the (full subcategory 
on the) set of all objects in the loop except S. Let the diagrams F.G be 
F=H({S})CBH({.S}), G=H({Q.S})43H({R.S}). As usual. dimHom(F. F) 
and dim Hom(G, G) are evident. here 2. Hom(F. G) is also 2-dimensional. as 
25((S)) has independent maps to H({ (2, S}) and H({R. SJ); and SO is 
Hom(G, F), both summands mapping to H( {-is;). 
In the remaining case k > 1. choose any two local maxima R.S. and two local 
minima P, Q. Let F be H({.P})$H({lQ}. G= H((lR))@H((.S)). 
dim Hom(F, F) and dim Hom(G, G) are again 2. dim Hom(F. G) is 4. each 
summand of F having independent maps to the two summands of G. So 2.2 is 
proved. Cl 
The problem is now down to posets whose Hasse diagram is topologically a 
coproduct of simple arcs and isolated points. which it is natural to call srtakelike 
partially ordered sets. At this point a (somewhat) general method becomes 
applicable. In outline, the facts are the following: 
2.3. For a snakelike fittitc poser D. for any field K, itI the categot:\’ VF of D-shaped 
diagrams of finite-dimensiona/ K-spaces. each object is rrttiqrrcl_v a copwtirrct of 
ind<cotnposable objects. The itldecomposabke objects are precisely the diagrams 
H(T) for cotmected order-convex ,fM slrhcategories T of D. 
In fact the first sentence follows from the Krull-Schmidt theorem. (V’,’ is 
equivalent to the category of all modules over an effectively given rmg KID].) The 
point is knowing the indecomposahles. wIti.,. k+h of course WC do cffcctively. given 
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2.3. The category VE is abelian; so coproducts are products, and the morphisms 
from X to Y are described by matrices. If X has m indecomposable summands 
and Y has n of them, it is m by n matrices. 
2.4. For indecomposable X, Y, Hom(X, Y) is 0 or l-dimensional; and for general 
X=@Xi, Y=$Yj, dimHom(X, Y)=zj_jdimHom(Xi, Yj). 
The numbers d, = dim Hom(B,, B,), for the indecomposables Bj of Vz, define 
a quadratic form Q,, or better Q,, D being the matrix (d,j). (D* = f (djj + dj,.) 
gives a better description of the same form.) We shall see how to determine the 
d,, 
2.5. Theorem. VF has the Cauchy property if and only if Q, is positive definite. 
And this is, of course, algorithmically determinable [2, p. 3031. Also, it does 
not involve K. 
As for working out the answer, for D = 3 (which looks like this: . + 9 + -) there 
are only six indecomposables and Q, is easily seen to be positive definite. This 
approach becomes tiresome for posets of five or more elements. We shall see that 
QD is indefinite for D = 4 and for these two examples below: 
C. Q s LI 
It seems 
B f-y. D . and 
A. / 2 .E P ” - tt T v 
likely that there are only finitely many indecomposable (i.e., connected) 
D with Vi Cauchy-but this is only a guess. 
Toward the proofs, we want the characteristic of a diagram F : n+V,, D finite 
partially ordered. The multiplicity tx(F, X) of I; at an object X of D is by 
definition dim F(X); at an arrow f of D, p(F, f) is the rank of F(f). The 
characteristic x(F) is c, p(F, X) - c, p(F, f), the first sum extending over all 
objects of D and the second over all indecomposable morphisms. Evidently: 
(a) Multiplicities, and therefore characteristics, are additive on coproducts. 
For the rest of Section 2, D denotes a snakelike finite poset. Let us call the 
diagrams H(T) of 2.3-T connected order-convex full in D-standard blocks. 
(Connected order-convex just means connected by indecomposable morphisms, 
i.e., connected in the Hasse diagram.) 
(b) The characteristic of a nonzero diagram F on a snakclike finite poset is a 
positive integer. It is 1 if and only if F is a standard block. 
Proof. If F : D+V, is nonzero, let its support S(F) be the full subcategory on 
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all objects X at which F has nonzero multiplicity. S(F) is nonzero. If it is 
disconnected, F decomposes as a coproduct; so it suffices to prove (b) in the 
connected case. But a connected graph with no loop is a tree. It has one more 
vertex than the number of edges, and can be built up from a single vertex by 
adding, each time, one vertex X and one edge f on X. Then the rink p(F, f) is 
sp(F, X), so the increment p(F, X) - p(F, f) is nonnegative. At the initial 
single vertex p > 0, so x remains positive; and x(F) > 1 unless the initial p(F, X) 
is 1 and all the increments p(F, X) - &F, f) are zero-making F a standard 
block. 
From (b), standard blocks are indecomposable. To establish 2.3, we need to 
find, in any nonzero diagram F, a standard block B which is a summand. That is, 
we need a coproduct decomposition F = B@ C with B a standard block. We 
construct it by induction on certain decompositions Fi = Bi $ Ci. An end of D will 
mean a connected order-convex full subcategory E such that there is at most one 
indecomposable morphism joining an object in E to an object not in E. An end of 
F is a diagram FIE determined by an end E of D, by (FIE)(f) = F(f) for f EE, 
= 0 for f FE. (That is, an object not in E goes to the zero vector space, and other 
morphisms not in E go to zero morphisms with suitable domain and codomain.) A 
good decomposition of an end FIE of F is a decomposition F/E = B’@ C’, where 
B’ is a standard block and S(B’) is S(FlE). 
Given a nonzero diagram F, we may assume S(F) is connected. (Otherwise F is 
a coproduct.) It has an end vertex X, which is the intersection of S(F) with an end 
E, of D (unique unless S(F) is singleton). F(X) is a nonzero (finite-dimensional) 
vector space, thus a coproduct V @ W with V l-dimensional. FIE, has one-object 
support {X}, so the decomposition F(X) = V 43 W gives F/E, = B, @ C, with B, a 
standard block supported by S(F(E,). This is a good decomposition, and begins 
the induction. 
Having good FlE, = B; @ C;, observe that ’ . end Ei of D is in one of three 
cases. It may be a component of D; then F(E, is a summand of F, and Bi a 
summand of F as required. Second, E; may be joined to the rest of D by 
indccomposable f : Y + 2, Y in Ei and 2 not in Ei. Then in the subcase that F(f) 
takes B,(Y) to 0, Bi is again a summand of F. (Bi(Z) = 0, and F(Z) is the value of 
the other summand at Z.) But if F( f)(B,(Y)) is not 0, it is l-dimensional (since 
Lr, ( Y) is so) and determines Bi+ , =H(S(FjE,+,)), Ei+l being the full join of Ej 
and Z. F( f)(Ci(Y)) is linearly disjoint from F(f)(Bi(Y)) and contained in a 
linear complement of it, C, which determines ‘o good decompositicm Bi+, @ Cicl 
of F(E,+,. Third, if Ei is joined to the rest of D by indecomposable g : ,74 Yq Y 
in Ei and Z not in Ei, in the subcase F( g)(F(Z)) n Bj( Y) = 0, agk Bj is a 
summand of F (the complement taking all of F(Z)). Otherwise, since Bi(Y) is 
1 -dimensional, F( g)( F( Z)) contains it and there is l-dimensional U C F’(Z) 
determining an extension Bi + ,= H(S(FIE,+,)), Ej+, (still) the futl join of Ei and 
Z. Draw a diagram if necessary, and it is evidcai that we have 2 good extension 
FIEi+I = Bi+l $ ci+,. So 2.3 is proved. Cl 
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In 2.4 now, the formula is automatic; the point is that Hom(B, B’) is at most 
l-dimensional for standard blocks B = H(T), B’ = H(T’). For Hom(B. B’) to be 
nonzero, T n T’ must be nonempty. But then it is a tree, in which the values of B 
and of B’ are l-dimensional and bonded by isomorphisms; so a natural trans- 
formation (Y : B+ B’ has one degree of freedom there, and 0 elsewhere, proving 
2.4. Cl 
For Hom(l-I(T), H(T’)) actually to be nonzero requires, bestdes nonemptiness 
of T f~ T’, that at neither end do we find either Y+ Z with Y in T 17 T’, Z in T’ 
only, or Z+ Y with Y in I CI T’, Z in T oniy. If this is true, then there is a 
nonzero morphism (Y : H(T)* H(T’) identifying the values (K) in T tl T’, zero 
elsewhere. 
As for Theorem 2.5. for the indecomposables B,, . . . , B,,. objects X of VF are 
uniquely $xjBj. Write X also for the column vector (x, x, . . . AS,,)‘. Then 
dim Hom(X, Y) = c c x&y, = XTDY. The (extended) Cauchy inequality is 
XTDY + YTDX I X.‘DX + YTDY . 
Equivalently, 
(X- Y)TD(X- Y)rO. 
The Cauchy property is this with strict inequality when @xiBi is not isomorphic 
with @ yiBi. That is (by Krull-Schmidt), the vector X- Y # 0. X - Y is an 
arbitrary integral n-vector; if the form Q, is positive on these it is positive on 
nonzero rational vectors, i.e., positive definite. So Theorem 2.5 is 
established. Cl 
Therefore, we have the following: 
2.6. The se! offmite partially ordered sets D for which VF has the Cauchy property 
is recursive. q 
For the three examples, over D = 4 with objects P+ Q+ R+ S the four 
indecomposables B, = H(U’, Q,). Bz = H({R S}), B, = H({Q. R}), B, = 
WR Q, R, S}) g’ Ive a minor of D* which is half of 
a singular 
The first 
matrix. (The sum of the first two rows is the sum of the fast two.) 
pictured example has B, = H( { B, C}), B, = H({ C, Dl\), B, = 
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H( (A, B, C, II}), B, = H({ B, C, D, E}); this gives a different minor of D but 
the same singular minor of D*. The second pictured example has B, = 
H({Q, R, S}), & = H({S, T, u>), B3 = H({lV}), B, = H({lP}), giving the 
same bit of D as the preceding one. 
To apply this approach to more categories M,, what is needed is a secure grasp 
on the sets of indecomposable R-modules. They must be finite sets. If the 
indecomposabies are finite in number and effectively generabie, with their 
morphisms, then CaL.chiness of M, is testable as follows. (Case 1) For R 
containing a field K, and M, consisting of the R-modules finite-dimensional over 
K, it is very much the same as for Vi. The indecomposable R-modules 
B,,..., B,, determine the n-square matrix D = (d,), d,j = dim,Hom,(B,, B,). 
and as above, M, has the Cauchy property if and only if Q, is positive definite. 
(Case 2) R not containing a field. The orders of finitely many finite modules have 
only finitely many prime factors. An indecomposable module has prime power 
order; and the category M, is the product of the subcategories C, of modules 
which are p-groups, for whatever natural primes p occur. So M, has the Cauchy 
property if and only if ail C, have it. C, is not generally in Case 1, but clearly 
what one uses is d, = iog,h(B,, B;). and that must give a positive definite form 
for each prime p. 
So we have the following: 
2.7. For rings R, or algebras over a field K. with effectively given finite categories 
cf indecomposable modules. the Cauchy property for M, is effectively tested by 
positive definiteness of a finite set of quadratic forms. 
3. Cauchy property, negative 
3.1. G-sets. One type of example shows that the Cauchy property fails for 
(E,, X &,)-sets for suitable n, for Zz-sets if r ~8 or Y = 6. and for Zz-sets if s > 1. 
Start with the product n of the 112 primes [3] between 9000 and 10000. Let 
G = Z,, X Z,, . Each (E,)’ has p + 1 subgroups of index p, so G has c (pi + 1) 
subgroups Hi of prime index; the coset spaces G/H, h~v ’ -I;( ;) elements each, and 
no morphism between two different ones. Each p-element coset space has p 
morphisms to itself. Then let the G-set A consist of 1 + c (p, + 1) orbits. one of 
each of these and one fixed point. Let B consist of 10’ fixed points. h(A, A) is 
fl(pi + I)“(+’ < 10Ji~“? h(B, B) is 10”‘? h(B, A) is 1, but since c (pi + l)> 
112.9000 > lo”, h(A, B) > 105~‘(“: Cauchy’s inequality fails. 
Now for G = (Z,)? G has 112 direct factors M, of index 8. If A has 11’ orbits 
G/Hi and a fixed point, while R consis:s of 12 fixed points. one easily verifies that 
Cauchy’s inequality fails. And easily, this works also for H,, and for all h,,. kz > 8. 
The same thing happens for G = (Z,)J, A consisting of all fifteen 2-element orbits 
and a fixed point, B of four fixed points; and for s >2. it still works. 
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3.2. Finite groups. The first example was found by Walter Feit: an elementary 
abelian group A = Zz, and B = SL(2,2”) for large n. (h(A, A) ~513, h(B, B) = 
(2”’ - 1)2”i2 + 1, and h(A, B) - & . 2J’z.) Let us notice a modification of it in 
whicn both groups are solvable, indeed ‘abelian by abelian’. We need ten primes 
(ii which may as well be 2,3,5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19,23,29. We need one prime p = i 
(mod qi) for all i (which exists by Dirichlet’s theorem). So Aut Z,, = Z,,_, has 
(unique) subgroups Z,, in Aut ZP, which define the semi-direct products Gj of Z,, 
by Zqi. Let B be the product of all G;. Let A be Z;,. So clearly h(A, A) = p’” and 
h(A, B) = p5’! Once we check that h(B, B) < p2’, we have the example. Now Gi 
has pqi elements, 1 of order 1, p - 1 of order p, and p(qi - 1) of order qi. B is 
generated by ten elements xi of order p and ten elements yi of order qi satisfying 
y_‘x,y, = x91, ai an element of .Z’g of multiplicative order qi. A homomorphism 
lz : B--, B must take xi to an element of order p, or to the identity 1. In the 
former case it must take yi to an element of order qi which acts like yi on the 
image of xi; for this to be possible, h(x;) must be a power of xi (p - 1 ways), and 
there are p possible values for h(y,). In the latter case, h(y;) can be any of the 
p( qi - 1) + 1 elements of B of order dividing qi. So the number of possibilities for 
h]G, is p( p + q,. - 2) + 1. T-his is a little larger than p’, at most p’ + 27~ + 1. But 
as p - 1 has ten different prime factors, p > 6 - 10’ and p’ -t- 27~ + 1 < p'.". 
Accordingly h( B, B) < p”. 
3.3. R-modules for several commutative rings R. Specifically K[x, y] for any field 
K, moreover, K[x, y]i(x’, xy, y’); Z[x], indeed H,(x]l(x’, 2x); Z,,@,], and 
L,[Z$]. This is very much a matter of small variations of one example, an 
example in modules over an algebra over a field K, with modules A, B, for which 
Hom(A, M) is 13-dimensional over K, Hom(B, B) 7-dimensional, Hom(A. B) 
12-dimensional and Hom(B, A) 11-dimensional. Here are presentations of A and 
B for R = Z&Z,,]. That ring is Z,Z[X]/(X~ - 1 ); but we can work with its proper 
quotient S = H,z[x] I(xP - 1, p(x - 1)). (R-modules contain S-modules.) In turn 
we can write S as Z,~[y]l(y~, py), y being of course x - 1. (For over Z, 
( y + 1)’ - y” - 1 is a multiple of py, i.e., yp = ( y + 1)” - 1 (mod py).) We do not 
really need S, though, but can manage with its proper quotient T = Z,r[y] / 
(y’, py). Over T, then, let A be generated by t,, t2, t3 and s3, and related by 
pt3 = ps3. y acts by yt, = ptz, yt, = pt3, yt3 = pt, , ys, - pt, + pt3. Evidently 
y( yA) = 0 and p( yA) = 0. B is the subgroup generated by t, . t, , and pt3. which is 
a submodule. We shall check that h(B, B) = p’, h(A, B) zp12, h(B, A) z p”, and 
h(A, A) = p’“. 
B is generated (as T-module) by t, and tZ; how can they map into B? Into 
B- = ( ptl , pt?, pt3) freely (giving ph endomorphisms). If an endomorphism takes 
t, to Cyt, + Bfl (mod B_), it takes yt, = pt? to apt, + ppt3. Hence t, goes to some T 
such that pr = apt, + ppt3. In B, that is not p&sible unless B i 0 (mod p). So 
t, H at,, t, ++ at, (mod B_); h(B, B) = p’. 
There are p” morphisms from A to B (in fact. this is all of them) with image 
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contained in B_. B_ is a vector space over Z,, and it suffices to observe that all 
twelve elementary m;*ps of {t,, t2, t,, s3} into { pt,, pt2, pt3} occur and they are 
linearly independent. From B to A, first we list five m>rphisms linearly in- 
dependent (mod B_). 
(1) C,HCl, f2++t?r 
(2) j,HfZ, t,-t3. 
(3) t,++t3, t:!i+t*, 
(4) t, ++tz, Z,HS3 (so pt, -pf~-ptJ-pt, +pt,), 
(5) t, HS37 t, - t, + S) (so pt, -+ptz-+pt, + p1z + pt3-+2pt, + pt, + 3ptJ. 
But there are six more linearly independent morphisms B-, B_? thus 
h(B, A) 2 p”. 
Hom(A, A) has a p”-element subgroup Hom(A, B) = Hom(A, B_). Modulo 
that, id, has order p, giving us a p’” -element subgroup which I claim is all of 
Hom(A, A). For suppose I, H at, + p_‘3 + ys,. We can write equations (resp. 
congruences mod PA) for the images of pt,. yti. (t,), yt?, (t3, s3), and again pt,, 
pt, + yt2. Along the WFV three more coefficients must be introduced, but our 
double check means six equations on the coefficients. and it turns out that all 
must be 0. h(A, A) is just p’“. 
We have still to check that this example can live on Y = Z,[x. y]l(x’. xy. y’) 
and on H,,[Ht]. Now i&[zi] = h,[x, y]l(x” -,l. y” ; 1) = Z,[zt. u]I(u”, u”) 
(since over Z,,, xp - 1 is (x - I)“), and h,[x, y] 1(x; xy, y-) is a quotient of it. So 
one need only check that taking A above to be 7-dimensional on t,, t2, t3 and So, 
and ui = xc; where pti was, works over Y just as well. 
Note: 
Whether finite modules over _K[bf,] have the Cazrchy property depends on the 
field K. 
For we just saw that H,,[di] fails. But some &,[?$I have the property. at least 
Z,[&]; that ring is easily seen to be isomorphic with Z:. 
3.4. Group pairs, groups under, groups over. We need A =Z,,@&, and two 
descriptions of G = H,, @ i2? @Z,, ‘d9Z, as an extension of A by A. The central 
point is that both ‘square roots’ J, K of G = .Z@ K, namely .Z = h,, @Z, and 
K = Zs2 @Z,, are both an extension of Z,, by Z, and an extension of Z, by iz,,. 
We shall describe two subgroups G,,,T;, of G, both isomorphic with A; GIG,, 
and G/T;, are also isomorphic with A. We want (i) (Hom(G, G)] = 2”. (ii) The 
group pairs P = (G, G,,) and ZZ = (G, I;,) sntisfy ]Hom(P. P)I = ]Hom(ZZ, ZZ)( = 
]Hom(P, ZZ)] = IHom(ZZ, P)I = 2”‘. (iii) Two ‘groups over’, f : G+ A and 
+:G+A, with kernels G,, and 4, respectively, have ]Hom(f, f)] = 
\Hom(+, $)I = ]Hom(f, 4)I = ]Hom(4, f)/ = 2”. Then (ii) and (iii) will show that 
the categories (pairs of groups, groups over A) do not have the Cauchy property, 
‘barely’, since we have equality in the Cauchy inequality although P and ZZ 
(respectively f and 4) are not isomorphic. I do not know if there is an actual 
reversal of the inequality in either category. 
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The dual of finite abelian groups G + A over A is finite abelian groups A- G 
under A, and the dual of pairs (G. G,,), G,,C G. is pairs (G, Q). G+ Q-0 
exact; so those categories also will fail the Cauchy property. 
The proof of (i) is routine. Endomorphisms of P@ Q 653 R @ S are 4 by 4 
matrices (eii). Here e,, is in ZhJ, we may say the second row and second column 
are in Zzr e,,, e,, and e33 are in Z,?. and the remaining five entries are in Z,; 
6 + 7 + 15 + 10 = 38 bits of information, or 2’” morphisms. But the details are a 
bit tricky. For instance, the two morphisms Z,,-, L, are 1 and 2 = 0; the 
morphisms Z, 3 Z,, can be given the same names, but the nonzero one is more 
naturally called ‘32’, taking 1 E Z2 to 32 E Z,,. The raw calculations will be left to 
the reader. 
The proof of (ii) depends, as far as I can see, on most of the details. Then we 
can infer (iii) from (ii) rather easily. 
G,, is generated by g, = (8,l.O. 0) (of order 8) and g2 = (0, 0,2, 1) (of order 
16). Of course g, E E,, @Z :, and the quotient (Z,;@Zk,)l(g,) is klh; one of its 
generators is the coset a, + (g,). where a, = (l,O,O, 0), of order 16 (mod g,). 
The other quotient (Zj2@ZIJ)/(gJ) is Z,. and a generator is represented by 
a2 = (0, 0, 1,O). The second subgroup 4, is on y, = (4,1,0,0) (order 16) and 
yz = (O,O, 4,1) (order 8); G/T;, is generated by the cosets of cy, = (0, 0, 1, 0), of 
order 16. and of cyz = (1. 0, 0, 0), of order 8. 
We need sixteen sets of linear congruences, beginning with the single con- 
gruence e,, = ez2 (mod 2), which is the condition for the projection of e( g,) in 
Z,, @Zl to be in the subgroup Z, generated by g,. There is such a set fot each 
ordered pair x-, y, with x and y in (g,, g,, y, , y,}. The most complicated one is the 
condition for the projection of e( g?) in Z,, @%‘, to be in the subgroup generated 
by ‘y?. as follows. (1) e3J = 0 (mod2). (2) Putting e33 = 2f (which determines f
mot’ lo 16), f + 2e,, = 2eJ3 + e,, (mod 4). Together, three bits of restriction. The 
other fifteen sets are each one or two bits. The most complicated of rAem are (3) 
for the projection of e(g,) in Z3? @L, to be in the subgroup generated by g,: 
eJ3 = 2e,, + e,, (mod 4), and (4) for the projection of e( y2) in Z,, @Z, to be in 
the subgroup generated by yl: e33 + 2e,, = e,, (mod 4). Finishing this, one has 
(ii). 
We have still to specify f and 4. f has kernel G,, and takes a, to (1,O) and a, to 
(0,l) (in A = Z,,@Z,); C/I has kernel &, and takes a, to (1.0) and LY, to (0.1). 
Now we have four horn sets to count, e.g., as follows. Of the 2” endomorphisms 
e of G which take G,, into itself, so that fe : G - A factors as &f for some unique 
endomorphism E: of A, how many take a, into the proper coset a, + G,, and ~1~ 
into a, + G,,, so that E = id ,,? Because of the construction’s always respecting 
G = J @ K, the two requirements are independent. (a) Just the 2-‘-th part of the 
e’s take a, into a, + G,,, i.e., that fraction of the E’S fixes (1,O). For the 
endomorphisms of A map (1,O) to each of the 128 elements of A, and the sets 
S, = {E: c( 1,O) = x} are cosets modulo S,,. (b) Similarly, the 2-“-th part of the e’s 
take a2 into a, f G,,. ((0, 1) can go to any x for which 8x = 0.) Precisely parallel 
reasoning completes the count (iii), and the proof of this example. 
3.5. Constrwtiorl 5. Basic versiorl in M-sets. where M is the 2-elenletjt trlotloid 
{ 1. O}. Let F,, be an (tt + 1 )-element set taken by 0 E M to one element 0~ F,,. 
Let A be cq. and let B be the coproduct of two copies of F,. Then h(A. A) is 9”. 
h(B, B)=2’-8”. h(A. B)=2-@ and h(B. A)=9”‘; 2-8”-9”>4.rl“‘-9’. Note 
for the modified versions below, 2 * 8’ * 91J is mot-t than 1% greater than 4.8” - 9”. 
I&I mtite partially ordered sets, let F,, be an (tt + I)-clement set with least 
element 0, the other I? elements being incomparable. Again let A be F<. and let 
B be the coproduct of two copies of F,. Then h(A. A) = 9” + 8. h(B. B) = 
4(S’ + 7)‘, h(A. B) = 2(8’ + 8) and h(B. A) = (9’ + 8)‘; the same as in M-sets. 
with errors around lo-‘o/c. 
In finite partially ordered sets with 0 and 1 (preserved by morphisms). add 0 
and 1 to the preceding examples. Now It(A.A)=Il”+10S+82S+l. 
h(B.B)=(18’+2-9’+14~2’+1)‘. h(A. B) = 18” + 2.9” + 13-Y + 1. and 
h(B, A) = (11’ + lo’+ g-2’+ 1)‘. /?(A, B)h(B, A) is more than 50% bigger. 
These two examples vield by duality: Finite distributive lattices with (1 and 1. 
and mere finite distributive lattices, do not have the Cauchy property. 
A final variant in commutative monoids satisfying _I-’ = x’. Let A have eleven 
elements, three idempotents 1. e, 0. and eight elements a, with a’ = a,~, = e: I 
acts as 1 and 0 as 0. B has eighteen elements: a Boolean algebra of idempotents 1. 
b, b’. 0, and s.even elements c; and seven c:. The product of two c’s-the same or 
different-is b, the product of two c”s is 6’. and cicI = 0. Homomorphisms 
between these monoids preserve the semilattices of idempotcnts A,,.B,,. 
h(A,,, A,,) = 6, h(A,,, B,,) = h(B,,, A,,) = 9. and h(B,,. B,,) = 16. When a ‘live’ 
idcmpotent e, b, or b’ is mapped to a dead one. 1 or 0. its satellites CI,. c, or c: can 
only go with it (since they are square roots of it). But when a live idcmpotent 
maps to e, each of its satellites has nine choices; if to b or b’. eight choices. Thus 
h(A,A)=4+2-9S, h(A, B)=5+4-S”, h(B.A)=4+3*9’+9”. h(B. B)== 
4t&ff+4-8"; near enough, the original example. 
3.6. More diagram categories. Here are fragmentary negative results on the 
Cauchy property for categories SD or AbD (S denoting the category of finite sets 
and functions, Ab the finite abelian groups). We have (a) for finite D. SD is never 
Cauchy unless D is a groupoid; (b) Ab’ lacks the Cauchy property if D is the 
arrow category 2, or a solvable finite group, or this or that three-element monoid 
(see 3.6.4). 
Roughly. we are only interested in finite D. It seems excessive. though. to make 
that an axiom, excluding such familiar categories as the monoids Z’ and Z. If D is 
object-finite (i.e., IDI is finite), then BD is locally finite v hcnever B is. If we also 
require that D be residually finite, then B” will ‘really depend on D’. not on some 
sort of profinite completion of D. It will be convenient also to restrict attention to 
skeletal D; every category is equivalent to a skeletal category, and an equivalcncc 
D+ E induces equivalences BE + SD. 
Let us abbreviate ‘object-finite residually finite skeletal‘ to tiortmlixd. 
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‘a lualeh!nba p?ia]ays I? q+ aBeIda uea ah qaqM ‘,a ho8ale3 wayonb ai!uy 
awes u! an11 7 ai.ues aqi ‘a~!uy .Qenp!sai s! a aau!s ‘hluap! aqi woJ3 waaa33lp 
ws;qdJowopu j lualodmapy ue seq u 30 laafqo awes :I asea lappuoa ls.xg *JooJd 
3.6.4. Ab.lf lacks the Cauchy property if 1?4 is the three-element rtronoid { 1, f. C) 
rti:h t’ = 0. or {i, p, q} with J-y = x in {pa q}. 
The proof is left 2s an exercise. 
4. Further inequalities 
The main result of this part of the paper is the positive definiteness of the 
matrices (h(X;. Xi)) of numbers of mvrphisms between TV different finite modules 
over a commutative principal idezl ring. 1 his was conjectured by AndrG Joyal 
(after Theorem 1.2). I proved it for II = 3. and also ovel a field; that is. for vector 
spaces. The next step was reduc .nn LC, products of categories of vector spaces. by 
4.2 below. Then E started floundering, but fortunately soon ,ttracted the attention 
of C.A. Berger, who showed me how to do products (4.3). 
By a HOW matrix of a category C we mean a matrix N of nonnegative integers 
hii which are the numbers of morphisms frcm Xi to Xi, for some family 
(X,. . . . , X,,) of objects of C. If no pair of the X, are isomorphic. H is cal!ed a 
separated horn matrix. 
Note: 
A real polynomial with k 2 1 nonzero terms has at most 
k - 1 positive zeros. 
This is immediate from Descartes’ rule of signs. 
(6) 
4.1. Theorem. The separated horn matrices of the category of finite vector spaces 
over ti finite field define positive definite quadratic .fortns. 
Proof. Any n finite vector spaces X; over a q-element field are described by their 
dimensions ei, and dim Hom(X,, Xi) = e,e,, so the horn matrix is ( q”““). Now 
(4 ‘I”I) is nonsingular for any real q > 1 and any II different nonnegative integers 
ei; this is a speciai case of 
(x7) is nonsingular for any n different positive numbers x, and n different 
nofirtegative integers ei. 
But this just means that the columns are not linearly dependent, i.e., there arc 
not coefficients a,, . . . , a,, not all zero such that for all n of the x’s, c a,x”l -= O- 
which is (6). 
So for q in (i, 3~) the matrix (cJ’~‘J) has nunzero determinant D( qj. which of 
course depends continuously on q. Now the n! terms of the determinant are 
+n q”l”ci) for permutations f. That is ‘q’(‘), where s(f) = c e,e,,,,. Whenever 
f(i) # i, ej! + ef(;, > 2eie,(;,; adding, 2 c ey > 2 c e,e,,;,. Thus the diagonal term 
+n qc3 has higher degree than any other. For large q (q > n!) that makes 0((j) 
positive. Hence it is positive for all q > 1. Since the principal minors of the matrix 
are similar horn matrices. this shows that the quadratic form is positive definite [2. 
p. 303). G 
4.2. For arty finite set of finite modrdes X, over a commutative principal ideal ring 
R, there are correspoitding objects I’, of a product of caregories of finite vector 
spaces such that h( Y,. Yi) = /1(X,, X,) for each i’ atld j. 
Proof. This is simply a matter of seeing what the 11(x,, X,) are. First. all the 
objects X, are products of their primary parts and the horn sets factor accordingly, 
so we may assume all X, are p-primary. (if th, ring is local, all finite modules are 
p-primary where p is the maximal ideal.) Now each X, is (uniquely) a product of 
factors R/p”‘; it may be described by the numbers s,(nz) of factors R/p’” for 
ill = 1 3 ,-. . . . , only finitely many of which are nonzero. R/p is a finite field of 
prime power size (7. R/p”’ has q”’ elements, F.ld Horn{ R/p”‘, Rip”) has qm’n(‘r’.“’ 
elements. Let Y, be a finite family of VP (or spaces S,(m) over R/p, for 
111= 1.2.. . . . M. where M is the biggest in1 t ger such that one of the Xi has a 
factor R/p.“. Let S,(m) have dimension xtr,i; si(k). 
Both h(X,. X,) and !I( Y,, y) are powers of cl. The exponent of (I in h(X,, X,) is 
the sum of terms tkl corresponding to .!:,I 5 M. t,, being si(k)si(l) min(k, 1). 
In /I( Y,. Y,) the exponent is the sum of terms II,,, for m 5 M; u,,? = 
dim S,(W) dim S,(m) = 2 c s,(k)s,(l). summed over pairs k.1~ tn. In c a,,,. each 
s,(k)s,(I) appears as many times as the number of tn satisfying k,lz m, i.e., 
min(k. I). 0 
To complete the proof of positive definiteness we need a product theorem for 
the coordinate horn matrices in 4.2. nonseparated in general. Now the product 
that occurs here is a curious one; from H by tl matrices A = (a,). B = (b,), it 
forms A Q B = (aiibi,). It seems that the natural home of this product is in 
covariance matrices; and the result we need. in the separated case. is Lemma 1.5, 
p. 3 of [5]. Maybe Parthasarathy and Schmidt could have proved the nonsepa- 
rated case, or maybe Kolmogorov did prove it. 1 owe the result to C.A. Berger, 
who handles N by o (a,,bji) by carving it out from 1:’ by n’ (aijb,,), which is 
n6 ‘Ural. This formula defines the tensor product A @ B, which exists for nt by nz A 
andnbyrz B;if lsi~tn, lrj~r~,tnenA@Bis!::::bymnwith(A@B)~~.~~= 
a,, bj, * 
4.3 (Bergcr). 1s A ii:id B define reApcctively ati m-ary and at1 ri-ary positive 
semidefinite quadratic form Q,, ,QN, then A 63 B defines a positive semidefinite 
quadratic fom Q:;:. Q:,;(Z) = 0 if atld only if z is sparmed by vectors x, 23 yI fot 
wtlich QJS,) - 0 or QI?( y,) = 0. 
Proof. The point of considering Q,, is that its construction is not (like that of 
A * B) basis-dependent. The bilinear form F defined by the nor by mn matrix 
A @ B is expressed in terms of bilim :ar F,, and F,< by F(.c@ 1’. x @ v’) = 
F,(s. .v’)F,(_v, F’). and generally 
For. taking F.., to bc on the nr-space V with basis Cc,. . . . . e,,,) and F,{ on W with 
basis ( f, . . . . . A,}, (liA is by d 9i ‘t’ t nl Ion F,.,(e,. c,! ) and b,, = F,,( h. ,f,): so indeed 
F(c;@~f;. cx @.f,) is F.,(e,. c,)F,JJ;. f,) = rriAb,,. 
Then we can use the fact that a semidefinite form is a sum of squares: V has a 
basis (u,..... u,,,} and W a basis { IV,, . . . . II’,,) such that 
In other words. in suitable coordinates A is replaced by A”. vvhere n,T = I if 
i = k 5 I’. 0 otherwise. and B by B’. where 6; = 1 if j = 15 s. 0 otherwise. So 
(A# @ B* );,.A, is 1 if (i, i) = (k. 1) 5 (I-. sj. otherwise 0. and visibly positive 
semidefinite. Moreover. Q:.:(Z) = 0 iff in terms of the basis tv, @ IV,). : does not 
involve the elements ;vith (i. j) 5 (r. s). proving -1.3. Cl 
4.4. Theorem. Separated honr mc!iriCeS of finite rllotiirles o1w cotmmitatil*c prki- 
pal ideal riilgs are positiLle definite. 
Proof. By 3.2 it will suffice to prove this for products of categories of finite vector 
spaces. The proof is inductive. for a somewhat broader proposition P: in thcsc 
categories. given II objects A’, . . . . . X,,. only the first k i,f vv,hl?r are pairvvise 
nonisomorphic. their horn matrix defines a positive scmidcfL:ite quadratic form 
Q. and Q(s) = 0 if and only if s is in the kernel of the map RI’--, R” which 
identities standard basis elements ei. c, when X, = X,. Observe: positive dcfinitc- 
ness of separated horn matrices implies P. Hence we have P for the categories of 
finite vector spaces. by Theorem A. I. Further. if P holds for two categories C.D 
(with symmetric It) and we have a separated horn matrix A * B of C X D. the 
quadratic form defined by A * R is defined by A @ B or the subspacc of I’ LZ’ W (in 
. the notation of 4.3) spanned by the II vectors P, a,#;. and by -t.3. it is positive 
definite. q 
Now. what part haac the sizes q of the fields in all this’? A curious one: in 
Theorem 3.1. y takes center stage and varies continuously from 1 to x. but for the 
rest of the show cl just sits there. In fact WC are really working not so much with 
positive definite matrices such as (q”!“!) as with what may bc called 17, ;dyinite 
matrices (e,e,): real symmetric matrices ((I,,) such that. for Al real q > 1. (II”“) is 
positive definite. Obviously the proof d;f Theorem -I. 1 really proves the following: 
10s J. Isbell 
4.1. exp. For any n different posiiive integers e,. (e,ej) is predefinite. 
(And one can easily prove the same for positive reals.) A next generalizing step 
leads to matrices of s-tuples (cwij) = ((u:): 1 5 k 5 s), which may be used as 
exponents on different bases qk, with always positive definite results. I do not see 
a need for those in describing homomorphisms among modules. We do have the 
following: 
4.4. exp. Let R be a commutative principal ideal ring containing a field K. For 
any n pair-wise nonisomorphic R-modules Xi which are finite-dimensional over K, 
let d, (i. j I n) be the dimension over K of iiom,(Xi, X,). Then (dij) is pre- 
definite. 
Returning to the Cauchy inequahty, it can be stated, if we choose, as 
jh(X, Y)h(Y, X) 5 dh(X, X)h( Y, Y) . 
If we take logarithms In h(X, Y) = 1(X, Y) (’ m a category without empty horn 
sets), we can write the same relation as 
#x, Y) + I(Y, X)) 5 +(1(x, X) + I(Y, Y)) . 
Now the notion of direct sum X @ Y, that is a coproduct which is also a product, is 
familiar (and was one of the earliest categorical coucepts to be axiomatized [4]. It 
does not live only in abelian groups.) We have the following: 
4.5. If a locally jinite category with direct sums, C, has the Cauchy property, then 
the natural logarithms 1(X, Y) of sizes of horn sets C(X, Y) satisfy 
$(1(X, Y) + I( Y, X)) 5 dl(X, X)1( Y, Y) . 
Proof. Consider direct sums mX,nY. Since they are both products and co- 
products, IHom(mX, nY)l is the mnth power of ]Hom(X, Y)l. Accordingly the 
Cauchy property for mX and nY, in terms of the iogarithcls, is 
mn(l(X, Y) + l(Y, X)) 5 m’l(X, X) + n’lf Y, Y) . 
Put I(X, X) = a, l(Y, Y) = b, I(X, Y) = (Y, I( Y, X) = /3; r = m/n. The quadratic 
ar’-(cy +P)r f b must k nonnegative for a dense set of positive reals r. 
Therefore, it does not have a positive root unless it is a perfect square. High 
school algebra shows that the asserted inequality follows. 0 
Sotne inecfrmlitk it1 horn sets IO9 
4.6. If a local!:; finite category C satisfies the Cauchy iru3.pralit_v and 
max(h(X, Y), h( Y, X)) 5 max(h(X, X). h(Y. Y)) . 
-in particular, if h is symmetric-then also 
h(X, Y) + h(Y, X) 5 h(X. X) + h( Y, Y) . 
Proof. This is really just a statement about quadruples of nonnegative numbers, 
say c = h(X. Y), d = h(Y, X), a = h(X, X) and b = tz(Y. Y). Given ca’ 5 ab and 
max(c. d) rmax(a, b), the claim is c + d % a + b. We may assume a > b: so 
(i r <‘, d too. If b = 0, then cd = ah = 0, one of c and d is 0 and the other la. 
making c + d 5 a. Otherwise b > 0. Then we may assume cd = ab; for if not. 
increasing c (in [O. a]) and if necessary increasmg d until cd = ab will only 
increase c + d. So the proposition reduces to c + (able) I a + b-c and able 
being sa and ?b. Now the equation x + (abls) = a + b has two positive roots a 
and b. x + (ablx) - (a + b) is positive for x > a, so negative for s in (b, a), which 
is where c is (unless c = a or b). cl 
5. Insimilarity 
Call two objects A,B of a locally finite category C insimilar if for each object X 
of C, Hom(X, A) and Hom(X, B) have the same cardinal. Equivalently, 
Hom( . A) and Hom( , B), restricted to the discrete category ICI, are naturally 
equivalent. Call A and B ovtsimilar if the dual objects in C”” are insimilar. 
The following theorem is a rather slight generalization of Pultr’s theorem [6] 
(based in turn on work of L. LOV~SZ, see [6]). Its main virtue is a somewhat 
simpler statement. There are two current terminologies: a bicategory structure, 
introduced in very early categorical times by Mac Lane [4], is now usually called a 
factorization sysrem, though the original name ‘bicategory’ is still current [l]. 
5.1. Theorem. I/t a locally finite category with a bicategory structure (M. E). 
insimilar objects are isomorphic, and dually. 
Proof. Observe that the (finite) size of a horn set Hom(X, Y) is the sum over 
objects Q representing the (M, E)-images of morphisms X+ Y of the products 
cl(X, Q)s(Q. Y), where q(X. Q) is the number of E-morphisms X--, Q and 
s( Q, Y) is the number of M-subobjects of Y isomorphic with Q. Then I claim that 
(c) if A and B are insimilar in C, then for each C in C, s( C. A) = S( c. B). 
In proving this we may assume inductively that for all proper quotients Q of C 
which are images of morphisms C-+ A or C+ B. s( Q. A) = s( (2, B). But then. 
since Hom(C, A) and Hom(C. B) have the same size. q(C, C)s(C, A) = 
q(C. C)s(C. B) by subtraction; since q(C. C) Z 0. s(C. A) is indeed s(C. B). and 
(c) holds. In particular. we now have s(A. A) = s(A. B) and s(B. A) = s(f?. B). 
Since s( A. A) # 0 # s( B. B). there are M-morphisms 01 : A - B and II : B+ A. If 
i = t11?1 : A - A were not invertibie. all its powers i’ would be distinct, since i” = i‘ 
with i manic makes ?“ = 1 and i a unit. As not all i” can be distinct in a locally 
finite category, i is invertible and A = B. El 
Note added in proof 
J.D. Dixon gives a result similar to Theorem 1.2. in “An isomorphism criterion 
for modules over a principal ideal domain” (Linear and Multilinear Algebra 8 
(1979) 69-72). Conditions for equality in Dixon’s ‘Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality 
arc more complicated. 
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